ABSTRACT The state-of-the-art Urdu recognition approaches for Nastalique use features along with the sequence of characters' labels for classification and recognition. In Arabic-like cursive script, the characters are joined together to form a ligature. The conventional methods process the connected stroke of ligatures as a sequence of characters. However, connected stroke of a ligature image has a sequence of pairs of characters and their joiners, instead of a sequence of characters. The character has a distinctive shape that clearly distinguishes it from other characters. The joiner preserves the connecting stroke shape of a character with the next character. In this paper, an implicit Urdu character recognition technique is presented for the Nastalique writing style that is based on recognition of characters and joiners. The detailed analysis of the Nastalique calligraphy is carried out to extract the artistic features of characters and their joiners. The presented technique is tested on Dataset-1 of 1446 ligature classes covering 3 309 762 ligature instances and 91 129 unique Urdu words. In addition, the system is also tested on 1600 text lines of UPTI dataset called Dataset-2. The character recognition accuracies are 95.58% and 98.37% on Dataset-1 and Dataset-2, respectively. The results reveal that the system outperforms the state-of-the-art hidden Markov models and deep learning-based Urdu recognition techniques.
I. INTRODUCTION
The tremendous advancement of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) in the local content availability highlights the significant need of porting Urdu published content online in the form of editable text so that it can be searched and retrieved by the local users. Most of the Urdu content is in the form of published books, magazines and other documents. The digitization of these documents is important to make it available online. To convert this published material into digital content efficiently, the development of Optical Character Recognition(OCR) system is important. Researchers are actively working on analysis of script characteristics and developing the recognition systems of Urdu document images for more than a decade. However, most of published research focuses on the development of a recognition module of OCR.
Urdu belongs to the Arabic script which is cursive in nature. The development of OCR for document images of Arabic script languages is a challenging task. In cursive script, one or more characters are joined together to form ligature, and ligatures are grouped to form words. Each ligature has two parts; (1) RASM and (2) IJAM [1] . RASM also called main body, is the main stroke without the associated diacritic, see Figure 1 (b). IJAM are mandatory diacritics used to disambiguate the same RASM having different consonant behavior as can be seen in Figure 1 (c). A RASM can or cannot contain IJAM which is dependent on consonantal behavior. The RASM of character (REH) does not have any IJAM whereas RASM of character (Rreh) has an IJAM which is indicated in Figure 1 (c). The Urdu character set has a total of 21 unique RASMs which are given in Figure 2 . Most of published Urdu content i.e. Urdu documents, newspapers and books is written using Nastalique writing style. This writing style was developed in the 14th century CE in Iran by combining the rules of two writing styles, Naskh and Ta'līq [2] . Due to its beauty and efficient adjustment of text on paper, this writing style is extensively used to write the content of Arabic script languages including Balochi, Kashmiri, Pashto, Persian, Punjabi, Saraiki, Turkic and Urdu in Afghanistan, India, Iran, Pakistan and other south Asian countries. A special pen called QALAM is used to write text in Nastalique. Nastalique is a complex writing style as compared to Naskh. In Nastalique writing style, the QALAM is diagonally moved from top right to bottom left to write the characters in a ligature.
The diagonality of the writing style causes characters as well as ligatures to overlap as can be seen in Figure 5 . In Nastalique, characters have contextual shapes based on the preceding and succeeding characters, and have complex diacritic placement rules. The detailed analysis of each character shape based on its position in a ligature is reported in [3] and [4] . The different shapes of a character are identified along with its joining rules with other characters. In Nastalique, the character shape inventory contains a total of 998 unique shapes of characters. This inventory is reduced to 488 unique shapes of character RASM classes. Another detailed character recognition based study of Nastalique character shapes reports 603 unique characters' contextual shapes which are reduced to 250 shapes of character's RASM classes [5] . The images of two letter ligatures showing the examples of initial shapes of SUAD and FAY [4] , highlighted with black color, are illustrated in Figure 3 .
The recognition of Urdu document images is a challenging task due to cursiveness, contextual character shaping and complex diacritics placement rules [3] . The focus of this paper is to develop a technique which extracts Nastalique artistic features of character and joiner sequence of a ligature. These artistic features of Nastalique play a very significant role for recognition of a character's core shape and improve the overall character recognition accuracy. The extracted features along with the labeled classes are classified using a sequence learning approach i.e. Hidden Markov Models(HMMs). To evaluate the technique, two datasets; (1) Dataset-1 containing 1,446 ligature classes of 3,309,762 ligature instances, and (2) Dataset-2 which is subset of UPTI dataset [6] having 1,600 text lines images are used. Dataset-2 is used to evaluate the performance of presented technique using artistic features and to compare it with state-of-the-art Urdu recognition techniques.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The current state-of-the-art techniques for character recognition are presented in Section 2. Section 3 discuses the complete methodology opted for the analysis and recognition of Urdu characters using character and joiner sequence. The dataset is explained in Section 4. The results and discussion are presented in Section 5. At the end Section 6 concludes the paper.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
The state-of-the-art recognition techniques for Urdu like cursive script focus on the recognition of text using two approaches; (1) ligature based recognition and (2) character based recognition. The ligature based recognition techniques extract features from image. The features along with the sequence of ligatures transcription are used to train the system using different classification techniques [7] , [8] . Sabbour and Shafait [6] report a dataset called UPTI having 10,000 synthetically generated Urdu text lines images written in Nastalique writing style. They develop ligature recognition system using shape context based features of contours of main body and diacritics. The reported accuracy of the system is 91% on UPTI test data. Akram et al. [9] also develop a ligature based recognition system by modifying state-ofthe-art open source multilingual OCR engine. The system has 97.87% and 97.71% RASM class recognition accuracies tested on real and synthesized dataset of 14 and 16 font sizes respectively. Ahmad et al. [10] use a Gated Bidirectional Long-Short Term Memory (GBLSTM) networks to recognize the text line by recognizing the sequence of ligatures. The pixel values computed from ligature images along with ligature based labels are fed to the GBLSTM for training and recognition. The GBLSTM based ligature recognition system has 96.71% accuracy tested on 29,935 ligatures of 1600 text lines of UPTI dataset.
The character based recognition techniques extract characters' features from the images. The features along with the character transcription are used to train the classification system. There are two categories of character based recognition technique; (1) Explicit segmentation based recognition and (2) Implicit segmentation based recognition.
Explicit segmentation based recognition techniques segment the document image into characters by using image processing techniques and writing style characteristics. The features from the segments are extracted, and along with characters labeling are used to train the system. The study by Shaw et al. [11] use sliding window of size 1 × 27 horizontally on text line images of Devanagari script to detect and then remove the headline using a morphological operator. Headline removal results in the segmentation of a text line into characters. The HMMs are used to recognize 118 characters with 81.63% character recognition accuracy. The segmentation of Arabic text written in Naskh writing style is usually done by analyzing the characteristics of characters joining along the baseline. Lorigo and Govindaraju [12] devise a way to mark segmentation points by computing horizontal and vertical gradients on the baseline. These points are refined using character shape characteristics and some heuristics. The system has 92.3% segmentation accuracy tested on 200 Arabic handwritten images of IFN/ENIT. Another segmentation technique uses vertical projection profile, first derivative of the upper contour and distance between the baseline and pen tip, to mark the junction points which are later filtered by a trained Neural Network (NN) [13] . The structural and statistical features are used to train a Support Vector Machine (SVM) using character labels. The reported character recognition accuracy of the system is 98.3%. The explicit character based recognition techniques are also available for Urdu text written using Nastalique writing style [14] , [15] . Due to Nastalique complexities of diagonality, cursiveness, contextual character shaping and overlapping, the segmentation of text into characters using image processing techniques is a challenging task. The thinned ligature images are segmented into character segments at the junction points. The discrete cosine transforms (DCTs) features are computed by sliding a window on the strokes of character segments. The features and characters' labels sequences are used to train an HMM. The recognized character segments are arranged in sequence to recognize the ligature class. The system is trained and tested on a dataset of 2,494 high-frequency ligatures' images which are synthetically generated at 36 font size. The reported RASM class recognition accuracy is 92.19%. VOLUME 7, 2019 The implicit segmentation based recognition techniques use the concept of sequence learning using state-ofthe-art sequence learning techniques. The text images with corresponding characters/ligatures/words labels are fed to sequence learning approaches including HMMs [5] , [16] - [19] , Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) and variants of RNN [20] , [21] . These sequence learning techniques are algorithmically strong enough to learn long context by extracting similar shape patterns and assigning labels to these patterns accordingly. The extensive research is available on use of HMMs and RNNs with variants to develop robust character recognition systems for different languages such as Arabic, Chinese, Devanagari and Urdu etc., by tweaking the feature extraction approach, devising efficient labeling and tweaking parameters of the learning system. The sliding window based contextual features and Bidirectional Long-Short Term Memory (BLSTM) networks are used to recognize the sequence of characters of Devanagari script [22] with 94.35% character recognition accuracy. The sixteen different pixels based features are extracted by sliding a window of size 80x3 on Arabic text line images. These features along with character level transcriptions are used to train HMM [23] . The dataset is synthetically generated by printing 2,766 text lines of 46,062 words using eight different font styles separately. The reported accuracy of the system is above 95% for text lines of each font. AlKhateeb et al. [24] use horizontal sliding window to extract 30 intensity features from Arabic handwritten text line images. These features along with sequence of labels are used for HMMs training. The system has 82.32% accuracy on standard IFN/ENIT dataset.
The implicit segmentation based recognition techniques for Urdu characters are also available in the literature. An HMM based character sequence recognition system is presented by Hussain et al. [5] for the recognition of document images of Urdu books. The consistent character based RASM stroke traversal technique is presented to avoid confusing features computation of different overlapped characters which are captured in the same window. The DCTs features are extracted by a sliding window using the consistent traversal. Features along with sequence of characters' labels are used to train HMMs. The system is tested on 79,093 instance images of 5,249 RASM classes containing synthesized and real (extracted and cleaned from Urdu books) data. The reported accuracy of the system is 97.11%. Ul-Hasan et al. [25] extract pixels based features by sliding a window of size 30 × 1 on normalized line height image. The UPTI dataset having synthesized images of 10,063 Urdu text lines are used to train and test the system. The character transcription and extracted features are used to train a BLSTM network. The reported character recognition accuracy is 94.85% tested on 2003 text line images. The statistical features extracted from sliding windows on normalized line height images are used to recognize Urdu characters sequence using multi-dimensional long short-term memory (MLSTM) network [26] . The character recognition accuracy of the system is 94.97% tested on 1600 text lines images of UPTI dataset. The multi-dimensional long short term memory recurrent neural network (MDLSTM RNN) with connectionist temporal classification (CTC) as output layer gives 96.40% Urdu character recognition accuracy tested on 1600 text line images UPTI [27] . The character recognition accuracy is further improved by using a MDLSTM RNN with a matured output layer for sequence labeling giving 98% character recognition accuracy tested on UPTI dataset [28] . The hand crafted features are extracted using Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) which are fed to MDLSTM for Urdu characters training and recognition. The system has 98.12% character recognition accuracy tested on 1,600 text lines images of UPTI dataset.
A sliding window on text line image requires line height normalization. The text lines containing different diagonally growing ligatures have different line heights, as can be seen in Figure 4 . To normalize varying line height images to a standard line height e.g. 48 pixels as used in [26] , different resizing factors are applied for height normalization. The sizes of the same ligatures in different line height images will be different resulting in different feature set of the same ligature, e.g. the ligature highlighted with red color, will eventually have two different sizes. The feature set for characters (SEEN) and (YEY-BARI) in both lines will be different.
The horizontal sliding window on Urdu Nastalique text line images requires intelligent feature extraction and character labeling techniques. Due to characters and ligatures overlapping in Nastalique writing style, as can be seen in Figure 5 , the horizontal sliding window may contain overlapping strokes of characters and ligatures. These overlapping characters' strokes in a window will results into the extraction of a confusing feature set of a character.
In addition, the character based transcription of Urdu Nastalique text line images requires an intelligent labeling technique which will generate different character labels based on different contextual shapes of a character. In Figure 6 , AIEN character has different shapes at isolated and final positions. The same character labels of different shapes of a character as presented in [26] - [28] may generate confusions during recognition. However, it is the strength of the sequence learning approach which performs well for the recognition of Nastalique text lines having same labels of multiple contextual character shapes. The sequence learning approaches such as HMMs and RNN require significant dataset of text line images having contextual variations of each character and ligature to cover shape variations and overlapping of characters and ligatures. The characters' and ligatures' context coverage is extracted by processing 37 millions Urdu words corpus [29] . The publically available dataset i.e. UPTI is also processed to see ligatures and characters trigram coverage. Total number of ligatures and characters trigram contexts are given in Table 1 . The character and ligature trigram context coverage requires a significantly larger dataset of Urdu text lines for sequence learning techniques. However, this context can be drastically reduced when ligature and character RASM classes (see Figure 2 ) will be considered. For such approach, the recognition process would be to recognize ligature/character RASM classes and diacritics sequence separately [30] , and later the respective ligature string will be generated by using the recognized characters RASM sequence and diacritics.
III. METHODOLOGY
The character based recognition techniques for cursive script require consistent stroke traversal to avoid false feature set computation due to character overlapping and line height normalization. In addition, training dataset development covering all shape variations of a character is a tedious task. It becomes more challenging when trying to cover all the contextual shapes for sequence based learning approaches such as HMMs and deep learning based systems when applied on text line images. The motivation of this research study is to devise a technique which requires minimum training data and covers maximum context. Instead of characters and ligatures context, ligature RASM classes are used to devise an artistic features based character RASM sequence recognition technique. This drastically reduces the dataset size and gives maximum coverage. Later, the recognized diacritics will be used to generate the ligature string. The character based recognition technique extracts Nastalique calligraphy based artistic features which simplifies the challenge of multiple shapes of a character. To write the ligature in Arabic, first character's core shape is written, then the joiner is written (used to join character with next character) and then next character's core shape and joiner are written. The visualization of ligature as character and joiner pair sequence in Naskh and Nastalique is given in Figure 7 . Hence instead of describing an image of a ligature L as sequence of characters i.e. L = C 1 C 2 C 4 . . . C n , the ligature image L is described as sequence of Character and Joiner pairs as
. . C n J n . This formulation extracts and recognizes the character's core and the joiner shapes separately using contextual information. The character's core shape is the primary shape having distinctive shape features which are used to disambiguate it from different characters whereas the joiner gives joining information of characters. The detailed analysis of Nastalique calligraphy reveals that multiple shapes of a character are based on their contextual position in a ligature. If contextual shapes of a character are analyzed in terms of Character (C) and Joiner (J) then it can be better visualized that most of the characters have the same core shape in all the contexts whereas joiner's shapes vary and preserve the contextual joining information. The joiner does not give any information about the character's core shape but is used to give the positional information of a character. The shapes of the joiner of a character vary based on the next character in the ligature. A detailed analysis is carried out to extract the artistic features of Nastalique i.e. Character and Joiner shapes. The modeling of these artistic features is also presented which will be used to develop a recognition system of character sequence of a ligature image.
A. ARTISTIC FEATURES IDENTIFICATION
A ligature is composed of a paired sequence of characters and joiners. An investigation of character shapes in terms analyzing character core shapes and joiner shapes is carried out. This analysis on Nastalique text reveals that different contextual shapes of a character can be simplified by focusing on the core shape of a character. Hence, a character written in Nastalique can be artistically defined as a character having distinctive shape features, and a joiner giving information of contextual connection with next character which may have many contextual shapes. This reduces the complexity of the development of recognition system for Nastalique writing style. A detailed analysis of each ligature is carried out to extract character and joiner shapes in different contexts. Based on its findings, the unique shapes of characters and joiners are extracted and transcribed. Some examples of Nastalique character and Joiner shapes are given in Figure 8 , highlighting the unique shapes of SWAD and FAY in green and blue colors, and their joiners' shapes are highlighted with red color. A total of fifteen initial shapes of SWAD and FAY discussed in [4] are reduced to one SWAD and one FAY core shapes. The remaining contextual shaping information is maintained by joiners which is highlighted with red color. This analysis of Nastalique artistic features in terms of character and joiner sequence is carried out in In the same way, the complete ligature RASM classes inventory is analyzed and the sequence of character and joiner labels' transcription is defined, some examples are given in Table 2 . The final and isolated shapes of character RASM are special cases of character core and joiner shapes. For such positional cases, the joiner shapes give information whether the character is at isolated or final position. The non-joiner characters i.e. (ALEF), (DAL), (REH), (WAO) and (YEY-BARI), do not join with any character therefore, these characters do not have joiner. Most of the characters have same joiner shape at isolated and final positions. The core character shape is also same at isolated and final positions, except some characters i.e. (DAL), (AIEN) and (YEY) which have different character shapes, highlighted with a dotted border in Figure 9 .
B. CHARACTER RECOGNITION USING ARTISTIC FEATURES MODELING
The motivation of this technique is to recognize segments i.e. the character and joiner from the input ligature image. The HMM based sequence learning technique is modeled to recognize the character and joiner segments sequence of the main body of a ligature. The HMMs based recognition formulation takes the extracted features as input and outputs the best sequence of segments in terms of character and joiner pairs of ligature images. The segment is generic term used to represent either character core shape or joiner. Therefore, a ligature can also be thought of as the sequence of character and joiner segments, mathematically S = (s 1 s 2 s 3 . . . s m ) segments. The features from the input ligature image are extracted i.e. F = (f 1 f 2 f 3 . . . f n ). The sequence of segments i.e. S = (s 1 s 2 s 3 . . . s m ) where s i can be character or joiner which is recognized using the feature vector F. The recognized label of s i determines whether it is character or joiner. The objective is to recognize the sequence of segments S using feature vector F, therefore Equation 1 will be
By applying Bayes' rule, the Equation 1 is simplified as
The feature vector F is used to recognize the maximal probable sequence of segments using Equation 3 aŝ
Equation 3 is further simplified by ignoring P(F) as it is common in all possible sequences of segments, contributing equally in all comparisons to select the maximal probable sequence.Ŝ
= P (F | S) .P(S)
The computation ofŜ is simplified by taking the Markov assumption that the segment i.e. character or joiner is only dependent on its previous segment (bigram probability), i.e.
P (S) is simplified to P (s i | s i−1 ). P (F | S)
is also simplified by assuming that each feature f i in the feature vector F is dependent only on its corresponding segment s i i.e. P (f i | s i ). Therefore, Equation 4 is simplified aŝ
Finally top k segments' sequences ϕ = ŝ 1 ,ŝ 2 ,ŝ 3 ,ŝ 4 , . . . ,ŝ k will be selected to generate the best character sequence from recognized segments sequence. The selected segments sequences will have probabilities Pˆs 1 , Pˆs 2 , Pˆs 3 , Pˆs 4 , . . . ,Pˆs k such that Pˆs 1 ≥ Pˆs 2 ≥ Pˆs 3 ≥, Pˆs 4 ≥ . . . ≥ Pˆs k . In this paper, the artistic features of character and joiners are extracted using a sliding window with consistent stroke traversal of characters and joiners in a sequence. These features along with the character and joiner labels are fed to HMMs for character based recognition. The complete feature extraction, and classification and recognition framework is discussed below.
C. FEATURE EXTRACTION
To develop the classification and recognition system of ligature RASM classes using Nastalique artistic features, the input ligature image is binarized [31] and diacritics and RASM (main body) are separated using dimensional features. The horizontal traversal of window is not applicable to compute the character and joiner features in a sequence. Therefore, the feature computation method discussed in [5] is used. The thinning algorithm is applied to find the thinned contour of the RASM which is used for traversal. A window of defined size is traversed on the thick RASM by moving the center point of the window on thinned contour. The traversal starts from the last character stroke and in sequence all the character strokes of a ligature are traversed in reverse order. Therefore sequence of labels (s i ) of character and joiner is also defined in reverse order. The feature set (f i ) of Equation 5 is computed for HMMs. The process flow of feature extraction from Nastalique ligatures for the classification of character and joiner pairs is given in Figure 10 .
1) THINNING
A stroke based local window is used instead of a global window to avoid computation of confusing feature set due to overlapping of characters. This local window is traversed on the stroke of the RASM to capture the pen movement and to extract the features of the respective character and joiner.
To move the window along the stroke of the characters, the thinning algorithm is applied to convert the thick stroke into the single pixel contour. To do this, first the RASM image is processed to remove salt and pepper noise which causes the thinning algorithm to generate an incorrect thinned contour of the RASM. After that, a thinning algorithm [32] is applied on the RASM image to generate the thinned contour. This thinned contour will be used to traverse the window along the characters' strokes using consistent traversal.
2) TRAVERSAL
The horizontal sliding window which is traditionally used to extract the features does not handle the character and ligature overlapping strokes appear in same window frame which causes extraction of confusing features against a single character see Figure 5 . Therefore in this paper an intelligent stroke based sliding window technique is used which intelligently handles the erroneous features computation due to the overlapping of strokes of characters in a ligature. Using the thinned contour, a consistent traversal algorithm is applied to capture the Nastalique artistic calligraphic features of character and joiner paired sequence. The traversal algorithm traverses the ligature RASM in reverse order of its characters sequence starting from the last character [5] . Hence, the character and joiner labeling is also defined in reverse order so that HMMs correctly classify the character and joiner. The start point of the traversal is computed which is the last contour point of the last character. Thinned contours of most of RASM images have junction points. The priority rules are defined for each of the eight directions. These priority rules ensure the sequence of the strokes of a character is traversed in the same order as they are written using the pen movement. The thinned contour is overlaid on the thick stroke of the image, as can be seen in Figure 10 . During traversal, the window is moved on the thick stroke by placing the center point of the window on the thinned contour. The complete RASM stroke is traversed and the corresponding portion of the original image captured by window is used to extract the feature vector. This traversal ensures the strokes traversal is following the same rules of moving the window as Urdu writer moves the pen to write Nastalique text. The next step is to compute the features.
3) COMPUTATION OF FEATURES
The feature set F of Equation 5 is used for classification of the characters and joiners using HMMs. Based on the literature review, the discrete cosine transform (DCT) as features perform well as compared to the structural and dimensional features [33] . The low frequency components of DCT extract meaningful information from the windowed image. The DCTs features are computed from w × w size window. To ensure that the center point of the window is on the contours of the RASM, the window size is selected as an odd number which is w = 13. This size is finalized by experiments to ensure complete information of the stroke is computed even at extreme thick portion when complete pen nip is used to write the segment of the stroke. The window is placed on the RASM stroke by placing the center of the window on the thinned contour overlaid on the RASM stroke. The DCT features of the window are computed and top-left three DCT coefficients are used as features f i . The window is moved along the next contour point and DCT features from the respective window placed on RASM stroke are computed and stored as f i+1 . The complete RASM stroke is traversed and the feature set
D. CLASSIFICATION AND RECOGNITION
The feature set F = (f 1 f 2 f 3 . . . f n ) and the sequence of segments labels i.e. S = (s 1 s 2 s 3 . . . s m ) are used to train the HMM model. The Sphinx toolkit [36] is used for training which generates a trained HMM model i.e. λ = (A,B,π ). In the HMM model, A,B and π correspond to transition probabilities, emission probabilities and initial state probabilities, respectively. During training, the HMM uses the Baum Welch algorithm to maximize the feature sequence probabilities P(F|λ) incrementally. After training, the next step is to recognize the sequence of segments from the input feature set of the RASM image. For this, the Viterbi-type beam search algorithm is used. This algorithm takes the feature set as input, uses the optimized HMM λ = (A,B,π ), and computes trigram based a ranked list of highly probable sequence of segments. A corpus of the character and joiner segments is generated so that HMMs can compute the probabilities P (s i | s i−1 ). This corpus is generated by computing the ligatures' probabilities from the text corpus [29] . The sequence of segments of characters and joiners in a ligature is repeated n times, where n is the frequency of the respective ligature in the text corpus. HMMs compute the prior probability i.e. P (s i | s i−1 ) of Equation 5 from this corpus. The weighted prior probability is combined with the likelihood model of the features sequence. The weight threshold of prior probability is set to 20 which is also computed experimentally. The feature set computed from the input ligature image i.e. F is fed to the trained HMM which recognizes and generates Top k Segments' Sequences ϕ = ŝ 1 ,ŝ 2 ,ŝ 3 ,ŝ 4 , . . . ,ŝ k . The recognized segments sequence which is the character and joiner labels sequence of the input image of are given in Figure 11 . The recognized sequence of labels of character and joiner are further processed to recognize the respective character Unicode sequence using Equation 6 .
where CU is Character Unicode, R_CHAR_Label is recognized character label and R_JOINER_Label is recognized joiner label. A lexicon is generated containing the character Unicode against respective character and joiner sequence so that formula given in Equation 6 can be used to recognize the character Unicode. The sample entries of lexicon are given in Table 3 . Each pair of the character and joiner is searched in the lexicon and respective character Unicode is recognized. The sequence of recognized characters' Unicode is used to recognize the ligature RASM. The recognized ligature RASM using the recognized sequence of character and joiner are given in Table 4 . For better understanding, the recognized character and joiner pairs which correctly matched in the lexicon are enclosed in the opening and closing curly braces, e.g. {J Beh_Beh C BEH1 }. The recognized character's Unicode is highlighted with underlined characters in Table 3 .
The joiners have contextual shape variations. The analysis of recognition results also shows that joiners have confusions with other joiners causing misrecognition of character Unicode. Therefore another formula given in Equation 7 is also used to recognize the character Unicode sequence.
In this approach, the character Unicode is recognized using only recognized labels of characters. The recognition output of HMM is filtered and all the joiners are ignored. The lexicon containing character Unicode against the recognized character label is used to generate characters Unicode sequence for the ligature RASM. The sample entries of the lexicon are given in Table 5 . The recognition of character Unicode sequence using recognized character labels is given in Table 6 . The presented technique is integrated as RASM classification and recognition module with the Urdu Nastalique OCR framework [30] , highlighted with blue color in Figure 12 , to test the text line images.
The text lines of UPTI dataset are also used to test the performance of the presented technique. The images are binarized using algorithm defined in [31] to convert the gray scale image into binarized format. The RASM and diacritics are disambiguated using dimensional features. The diacritics association information with their respective RASM is also maintained. The RASM classes as sequence of character classes Unicode are recognized using the presented system. The diacritics are recognized separately using different features based intensity and dimensional information. The text line images of UPTI dataset are tested using the integrated OCR framework system.
IV. DATA SET
Two different datasets are used to evaluate the presented technique. Dataset-1 containing cleaned images of ligature RASM is used for training and testing of the system. Dataset-2 is used to compare the performance of proposed system with the current state-of-the-art Urdu Nastalique recognition systems. To develop Dataset-1, 1,446 high frequent ligature classes are extracted by processing different text corpora. The selected ligature classes cover 3,309,762 ligature instances and 91,129 unique Urdu words. The majority of published Urdu content is written in Noori Nastalique, therefore 35 tokens of each of the selected ligature class are typed in Noori Nastalique writing style using InPage software. These are printed and scanned at 300 DPI to generate the document images. These images are processed to extract connected components. These are classified into ligature classes. In addition, real samples of the selected ligature classes are extracted from document images scanned from Urdu books [34] . The document images are binarized using algorithm defined in [31] to convert gray scale images into binarized format. The connected components of the image are extracted and classified into main body classes (RASM) using Urdu OCR [30] output and ground truth information. The instances of RASM classes are finalized after doing a manual pass. The Dataset-1 is divided into training and testing datasets. The training dataset has 30 instances of each selected RASM class by selecting 15 synthesized and 15 real instances. In the same way, a total of 15 instances are selected for the testing dataset with eight real instances and seven synthesized tokens. The synthesized instances are used when the number of real tokens are less than the required number of instances. Dataset-2 is a subset of UPTI dataset having 1600 randomly selected text lines. The available dataset is typed using Alvi Nastalique, which is used to type Jang Newspapers. These randomly selected text lines are also typed in the Noori Nastalique writing style, printed and scanned at 300 DPI. These lines have a total of 31,831 ligature instances. Dataset-2 is used to compare the performance of the proposed system with state-of-the-art Urdu recognition systems.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Testing dataset of Dataset-1 containing 15 samples of each of 1,446 RASM classes is used to test the proposed system. Each image of the ligature RASM is thinned and traversed to compute DCTs as features. The features are fed to a trained HMMs and recognized top sequences of characters and joiners are generated. The lexicon is used to recognize the character Unicode against the sequence of character and joiner. Two approaches are used to recognize a character Unicode; (1) Character Unicode recognition using recognized character and joiner segments, see Equation 6 , and (2) Character Unicode recognition using only recognized character segment, see Equation 7 . The accuracy of both approaches are computed and given in Table 7 . The recognition of a RASM class image is correct if the desired character class sequence of the RASM exists in the recognized ranked character sequences. The character Unicode recognition using the recognized labels of character core shapes, drastically improve the results, giving 95.58% character recognition accuracy. The Nastalique character recognition is challenging due to complexity of shapes. This complexity is reduced as transcribing the character core shape and joiner shape separately. The character core shape is consistent and is clearly different from other characters. Whereas the joiner shapes preserve the joining information of a character with next character in a ligature and may confuse with the joiner shapes of other character, see Figure 8 . Due to this strategy, HMMs learn the core shapes without any ambiguity and correctly recognize it. However, the confusing part i.e. joiner which have confusing shapes with joiners of other characters, have low recognition accuracies. The HMMs learns a ligature as sequence of characters and joiners separately rather it learns the ligature as sequence of characters. The detailed analysis shows that the majority of the misrecognition are caused due to misrecognition of joiners. According to Equation 6 , the character Unicode is misrecognized, even if a character is correctly recognized and joiner is misrecognized by the HMMs. The main focus is to recognize the character Unicode if the character core shape is recognized correctly. Therefore by using Equation 7 , the character Unicode is recognized by using recognized character core shape which drastically improves the recognition results.
The UPTI dataset is also used to do the comparative study. The proposed system of RASM recognition is integrated with the existed Urdu OCR system [30] . The text line image is processed and the connected components are disambiguated as diacritics and main bodies of the ligatures. The diacritics' association information of the ligature is also computed. The diacritics are recognized separately. The main bodies are recognized using the proposed recognition system. The character sequences are processed to form the ligatures by using the recognized diacritics and diacritics' association information. The recognition results of the ligature image is considered correct if the desired character Unicode sequences are found. The character recognition results of the proposed system along the comparisons with other techniques are given in Table 8 . Recognition output of some lines are given in Figure 13 . The majority of characters recognized incorrectly have confusions with other characters core shape such as character (WAO) and character (DAL) are confused with each other. In the same way, due to the variation in the image quality, the character (NOON) is sometimes confuses with character (LAAM). Some examples of text lines having incorrectly recognized characters are given in Figure 14 , the incorrect characters are highlighted with red color.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, an implicit Urdu character recognition technique is presented for the recognition of sequence of characters and joiners. In Arabic script, each character image has a core shape which distinguishes it from the other characters, and joiner is used to join the character with next characters having multiple shapes based on the context. The artistic features of Nastalique calligraphy are analyzed to identify the shapes of characters and joiners. By using the robust stroke based traversal of Urdu ligature, the features are extracted which are used to train and recognize the characters and joiners sequence using HMMs. To see the significance of the recognition of characters Unicode using recognized labels of the core character shape, two approaches are used. In the first approach character Unicode is recognized using the recognized labels of character and joiner, giving 74.19% character recognition accuracy. In second approach, the character Unicode is recognized using the recognized labels of character core shapes only, giving 95.58% on Dataset-1. As second approach drastically improves the recognition results, therefore this approach is used to test the performance on UPTI dataset which gives 98.37% character recognition accuracy. The results show that the presented system outperforms the state-of-the-art Urdu character recognition systems. This recognition model can be easily applied for recognition of text of other Arabic script languages such as Arabic, Balochi, Pashto, Punjabi, Saraiki and Sindhi. In addition, recognition of handwritten text can be significantly improved by using the presented technique. of interest are natural language processing, image processing, and computer vision.
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